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In pathologies in which slow or collateral flow conditions may
exist, conventional arterial spin labeling (ASL) methods that
apply magnetic tags based on the location of arterial spins may
not provide robust measures of cerebral blood flow (CBF), as
the transit delay for the delivery of blood to target tissues may
far exceed the relaxation time of the tag. Here we describe
current methods for ASL with velocity-selective (VS) tags
(termed VSASL) that do not require spatial selectivity and can
thus provide quantitative measures of CBF under slow and
collateral flow conditions. The implementation of a robust mul-
tislice VSASL technique is described in detail, and data ob-
tained with this technique are compared with those obtained
with conventional pulsed ASL (PASL). The technical consider-
ations described here include the design of VS pulses, back-
ground suppression, anisotropy with respect to velocity-encod-
ing directions, and CBF quantitation issues. Magn Reson Med
55:1334–1341, 2006. © 2006 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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In conventional arterial spin labeling (ASL) techniques,
including both pulsed ASL (PASL) (1–5) and continuous
ASL (CASL) (6–8), arterial blood is tagged by magnetic
inversion or saturation proximal to the region of interest
(ROI). Tagged blood then flows into the ROI, and the
inflow is detected as a modulation of the longitudinal
magnetization. In these techniques there is necessarily a
spatial gap between the tagging location and the ROI. This
gap results in a transit delay (�t) for the delivery of tagged
blood to the ROI. The gap (and hence the delay) can be
small for single-slice imaging, but is larger for multislice or
volume acquisitions. The magnitude and variability of the
transit delay in relation to the T1 decay of the tag is one of
the largest potential sources of errors in the quantitation of
perfusion using ASL in the normal human brain (5,6,9). In
stroke and other pathologies in which flow may be slow or
may follow circuitous collateral routes of delivery, �t can
be much larger than T1 (10), which makes conventional
ASL an impractical method for obtaining accurate mea-
sures of CBF.

We recently introduced a new ASL method in which the
tag pulse is purely velocity-selective (VS) and not spatial-
ly-selective. This allows for the tagging of all flowing spins
within a specified velocity range, regardless of location,
and can in principle eliminate the problem of transit de-
lays. We refer to this technique as VSASL, and in this work
we describe the implementation of VSASL, as well as
some of the considerations involved in the design of
VSASL pulse sequences and the quantitation of perfusion
using this technique. VSASL was introduced in abstract
form in Ref. 11, and some of the issues addressed herein
were described in Refs. 11–16. Norris and Schwartzbauer
(17) suggested the use of VS pulses in ASL, but did not
present an implementation of VSASL.

THEORY

In principle, the elements of a VSASL pulse sequence are
similar to those of a conventional ASL experiment and
include a tagging pulse that modifies the magnetization of
inflowing arterial spins, followed by a delay (TI) to allow
for inflow, and a rapid image acquisition. In the ideal case,
a VS tag is applied that modulates the longitudinal mag-
netization of blood above a sharp cutoff velocity Vc. After
a delay period TI during which the tagged blood flows
down the arterial tree, an image (the tag image) is acquired
of all spins whose velocities are below Vc. By imposing the
restriction V � Vc for the image acquisition by means of
additional VS pulses, the resulting image includes tagged
magnetization only from spins that decelerated during TI
from above to below Vc. If the velocities in the arterial tree
are monotonically decreasing, then the amount of tagged
blood that appears in the image is simply TI � CBF, where
CBF is the local cerebral blood flow (in the case of brain
imaging). A second function of the velocity selectivity in
the image acquisition is to act as a filter for arterial vs.
venous blood. In general, venous blood accelerates, and
while a large volume of venous blood with V � Vc will be
tagged, it will generally still be at V � Vc at the time of
image acquisition and will not be detected. Without veloc-
ity selectivity in the image acquisition, the VSASL signal
would have a potentially large blood volume component,
as opposed to being proportional to CBF.

As in conventional ASL, the tag image samples the lon-
gitudinal magnetization of static tissue as well as the mod-
ulated magnetization of inflowing blood. This image can
be alternated across TR periods with control images in
which the VS tag was not applied, but the image acquisi-
tion is again restricted to V � Vc. Taking the difference
between the tag and control images removes the static
tissue component, and reflects only magnetization that
was above Vc at the time of the tag and below Vc at the time
of the image acquisition. This signal difference is the
VSASL signal.
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In the ideal case, the velocity selectivity is rectangular in
profile, as shown on the left side of Fig. 1. If arterial blood
decelerates monotonically, then the rate of flow of blood
across the boundary defined by the velocity cutoff Vc is
equal to the local CBF, and the total blood delivered down-
stream will be TI � CBF (see Fig. 1). In practice, the transi-
tion from an upstream region that is fully tagged to a
downstream area that is completely untagged will be more
complex, both because the velocity selectivity is nonideal,
and because any particular component of the flow may not
be monotonically decelerating. This creates a transition
zone in which blood is partially tagged during the tagging
process and is partially excited during the imaging process
(Fig. 1, right). However, as long as the spins in this tran-
sition zone clear the transition zone during the inflow
delay TI, the total VSASL signal will still be proportional
to TI � CBF. This is because the leading edge of the tag
bolus is defined by the saturated portion of the tagging
profile, while the trailing edge of the tag bolus is defined
by the unsaturated portion of the same tagging profile.
These imperfect edges are complementary and therefore
define a bolus with total volume TI � CBF. Thus the total
size of the bolus is relatively insensitive to the shape of the
velocity-selectivity profile. However, this profile does de-
termine how far up the vascular tree the tail end of the tag
will appear in the VSASL image, and thus limits the spa-
tial localization of the signal to the target tissue.

In order to maximize the VSASL signal, complete inver-
sion of spins with |v| � Vc would be desired, but since
there are no pulse trains currently known to produce in-
version across a wide range of velocities, the discussion
here focuses on VS saturation. A simple sequence that
provides VS modulation of the longitudinal magnetization
is 90x-G-180y-G-90-x (11,13), which can be implemented
using simple hard RF pulses. This spin-echo sequence
produces a modulation of Mz given by Mz � Mocos(�v)
where � � �G��� is the gyromagnetic ratio, G is the gra-
dient amplitude, � is the gradient duration, � is the sepa-
ration between the leading edges of the gradient lobes, and
v is the velocity. In the presence of laminar flow, where the
distribution of flow velocities is uniform from 0 to twice
the mean velocity v, the modulation becomes Mz �
Mosinc(2�v). The first zero crossing of this function occurs
at Vc � �/2�. This method has no spatial selectivity, is
insensitive to resonance offset, and can be made short in
time and low in SAR. However, in the simplest implemen-
tation using linear RF pulses, it is sensitive to B1 inhomo-
geneity and can have significant diffusion weighting. At

1.5T in the brain, the B1 homogeneity is typically sufficient
to allow for the use of hard pulses in VSASL (18). At 3T,
however, we have found that the typical B1 variation
across the brain creates subtraction errors between tag and
control images that can be much larger than the VSASL
signal when linear pulses are used, consistent with find-
ings in Ref. 13. In Ref. 13 a phase cycling scheme was used
to reduce these subtraction errors. This scheme can suc-
cessfully reduce these errors, but results in reduced tag-
ging efficiency and requires the use of nonzero velocity
weighting in the control condition.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

VS Tagging Pulse Train

For VS tagging, a modified spin-echo pulse train was used
that combines hard 90° pulses with an adiabatic refocusing
method, first introduced in Ref. 19, that uses a pair of
hyperbolic secant (sech) inversion pulses to generate a
spin echo. The composite refocusing pulse has very low
sensitivity to resonance offset and B1 inhomogeneity, and
thus serves as a robust transparent pulse for stationary
spins. The hard pulses at the beginning and end of the
pulse train are linear with B1, but because the double sech
refocusing returns magnetization generated by the first
hard pulse to the same position prior to the second hard
pulse, the magnetization will be accurately returned to the
	Z axis regardless of the initial flip angle. Thus, the tag-
ging efficiency will be proportional to sin(
), where 
 is
the local flip angle of the hard pulses, but B1 inhomoge-
neity will not generate subtraction errors in static tissue
between tag and control images. The duration of this four-
RF-pulse train can be significant compared to the T2 of
blood, and in order to reduce the time it is desirable to
reduce the duration of the sech pulses. One can minimize
the duration of a sech pulse without affecting adiabaticity
by transforming it into a rectangular pulse by nonlinear
scaling of the time axis with preservation of the pulse area
(20). This results in a shorter pulse with a larger band-
width than the original, but the frequency offset ap-
proaches infinity at the ends of the pulse. To moderate this
effect and avoid potential problems with the infinitely
rapid turn-on of the RF system, we transform the sech
pulse into a pulse of the form cosn(t) on the interval-�/2 �
t � �/2, with n providing a tunable parameter that allows
the pulse to approach rectangular as n-�0. For the pulses
used in this study, and shown in Fig. 2, n � 0.2.

FIG. 1. Left: Ideal velocity cutoff. Right: Imperfect
velocity cutoff. In either case the total amount of
tagged blood appearing in the image is TI � CBF.
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We found in phantom studies that when we used the
four-RF-pulse train described above, with gradient pulses
in the first and third periods between RF pulses, at the
lowest Vc of 1 cm/s, significant subtraction errors between
the tag and control images still existed that were not at-
tributable to either diffusion weighting or B1 inhomogene-
ity. This artifact may be related to gradient amplifier hys-
teresis (21), long-time constant eddy currents, or positive-
negative gradient asymmetry, and was greatly reduced by
using the four-gradient-pulse scheme described by Reese
et al. (22) for reducing eddy-current effects in diffusion
imaging. This four-pulse sequence is shown in Fig. 2.

In addition to the velocity-selectivity profile, the tagging
pulse train is characterized by a tagging efficiency �,
which in this case is likely dominated by T2 decay during
the tagging pulse train. For this work we assumed �
� e�TEtag/T2, where TEtag is the total duration of the tagging
pulse train, and T2 is that of arterial blood.

Contamination of the VSASL Signal by CSF

Under ideal circumstances the VSASL difference signal is
dominated by the modulation of the signal from inflowing
blood spins. However, both diffusion and motion unre-
lated to blood flow will also lead to differences between
the tag and control VSASL signals. The diffusion sensitiv-
ity of the tag pulse train is characterized by the b-value of
the sequence, while the sensitivity to coherent motion is
characterized by Vc. In the brain, CSF will generally pro-
duce the largest subtraction errors from both diffusion and
motion, as the diffusion coefficient and velocity of CSF
flow are higher than those of other nonblood tissues.

For bipolar flow/diffusion-weighting gradients, Vc and
diffusion b-value have different dependences on G, �, and
� (the amplitude, duration, and separation of the gradient
lobes, respectively). The flow moment, which is propor-

tional to 1/Vc, scales linearly with these three parameters,
while the b-value scales with the square of G and �, and
linearly with �. Thus for a fixed value of Vc, as � increases,
the b-value decreases, and in order to reduce the diffusion
weighting for a given value of Vc, � should not necessarily
be minimized. The trade-off is that larger � results in
greater T2-related attenuation of the tagged magnetization.
In the initial implementations of VSASL (11,13), a hard
pulse 90-G-180-G-90 scheme was used for minimum T2

weighting. This led to significant b-values and a concern
about tag-control subtraction errors due to diffusion
weighting, particularly in CSF. A property of the double
sech pulse train that we are currently using is that the
gradient separation is necessarily larger than the minimum
separation using the 90-G-180-G-90 scheme. While this is
a disadvantage in terms of T2 decay during the tagging
process, it reduces the diffusion weighting significantly,
and a double sech tagging pulse train of minimum dura-
tion generates a diffusion weighting that is likely negligi-
ble at our typical operation point of Vc � 2 cm/s. Table 1
shows calculated b-values and levels of diffusion attenu-
ation for the minimum-time hard pulse and double sech
tagging pulse trains as a function of Vc. The hard pulse
train can of course be lengthened to provide reduced dif-
fusion weighting at a given Vc if this is desired.

Background Suppression (BGS)

Because the ASL signal is made up of relatively small
differences between tag and control states, fluctuations in
the much larger static tissue signal due to subject motion
and physiologic pulsations can dominate the ASL signal.
Suppression of the static tissue signal has been shown to
be an effective method for improving signal stability in
ASL (23–25). When BGS was used with VSASL, two adi-
abatic (sech) inversion pulses were placed 450 ms and
1550 ms prior to image acquisition to minimize the signal
from tissues with T1 in the range of 700–1600 ms. Because
the tagging pulses in VSASL are spatially nonselective,
nonselective inversion pulses were used for BGS.

FIG. 2. Double sech VS pulse train with a flow-encoding scheme
that uses four gradient pulses to reduce eddy-current effects.

Table 1
Diffusion Attenuation of Tag Pulse Train

Vc (cm/s) 1 2 4 8 16

Hard pulses min. duration
Gradient (G/cm) 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.14 1.07
� (ms) 2.80 1.76 1.06 1.00 1.00
� (ms) 5.20 4.16 3.46 3.40 3.40
b(s/mm2) 4.0 1.3 0.43 0.13 0.03
1�e–bD (brain)

(%) 0.40 0.13 0.043 0.013 0.003
1�e–bD (CSF)

(%) 1.0 0.33 0.11 0.034 0.009
Double sech

Gradient (G/cm) 2.20 1.64 0.82 0.41 0.21
� (ms) 1.40 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
� (ms) 19.0 17.8 17.8 17.8 17.8
b(s/mm2) 1.27 0.34 0.085 0.021 0.005
1�e–bD (brain)

(%) 0.13 0.034 0.009 0.002 5e–4
1�e–bD (CSF)

(%) 0.32 0.085 0.021 0.005 0.001
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Methods for Restricting the Image to V � Vc

Two methods have been proposed for restricting the spins
that appear in the image acquisition to V � Vc. One
method is to use VS gradients in the image acquisition
sequence itself (11), which can be implemented as a pair of
flow weighting gradients applied after the excitation pulse
and prior to data acquisition. We refer to this as a VS
acquisition (VSA). Another method is to use a second VS
pulse train, applied at time TI, identical to that which is
used for tagging, to saturate the spins with V Vc at time TI
in both tag and control images (11,13). Because this second
method is analogous to the method by which QUIPSS II (5)
controls the temporal width of the tagged bolus in PASL,
we refer to this method as VSASL/QUIPSS II. An optional
additional delay can be inserted before image acquisition
to allow for tagged blood to flow further down the vascular
tree. A delay of 100 ms was added in the example shown
below.

Dependence on the Direction of Velocity Encoding

The VSASL methods described above employ VS tagging
along one direction at a time, and thus are sensitive only to
the component of blood flow that is along the tagging
direction. Because of the tortuosity of the vascular tree,
any component of velocity can increase, decrease, or
change sign as the spins flow toward target tissues. To
investigate the effects of changes in the direction of veloc-
ity encoding, we performed VSASL with encoding along
the three principal directions and for a range of values of
Vc from 1 to 16 cm/s.

Perfusion Quantitation

For PASL methods, the signal difference �S between tag
and control images can be expressed approximately as:

�S�SOBMZB � CBFe�TI/T1e�TE/T2

where S0B is the MR signal of a voxel full of fully relaxed
arterial blood, MZB is the difference in longitudinal mag-
netization of arterial blood between tag and control states
immediately after the tag/control pulse (normalized to
fully relaxed blood),  is the temporal width of the tagged
bolus, and the exponential terms describe the T1 relax-
ation of the tag during TI and the T2 relaxation during TE
(26). Clearance of the tag by venous outflow and water
exchange are neglected here. S0B is difficult to measure
directly, but we estimate S0B by using the MR signal of CSF
as a reference, and correcting for differences in T2 and
proton density between CSF and arterial blood (27). MZB is
dependent on the history of pulses that are experienced by

the arterial blood, as well as the tagging method and the
tagging efficiency �. Unlike conventional ASL, in which
the tagging and imaging regions are spatially separated,
VSASL allows for tagging of blood that is already in the
imaging region, and the imaging pulses themselves can
therefore affect the arterial spin history. For spins that
were saturated by imaging pulses in the previous TR pe-
riod, MZB � ��1 � e��TR�TI�/T1� neglecting the time for
image acquisition, while spins that were outside of the
imaging area at the time of the previous image acquisition
will have MZB � ��1 � e � TR/T1� in the absence of BGS. In
general, the amount of blood entering a voxel from inside
relative to that entering from outside the imaging area is
not known. For 2D imaging over a limited number of axial
slices in healthy subjects, the approximation that all
tagged blood is entering from outside the imaging area is a
good one. However, for large imaging regions or pathology
in which slow flow conditions may exist, a large fraction of
tagged blood may be tagged within the imaging region, and
to quantify CBF it is necessary to minimize or eliminate
this source of uncertainty. This can be accomplished by
using long TR, so that all spins are nearly fully relaxed
after imaging and prior to the next tag or control pulse, or
using a global saturation pulse immediately after image
acquisition to reset the magnetization of all spins. With
BGS, which we have implemented using spatially nonse-
lective inversion pulses, the magnetization of all spins are
near zero at the time of image acquisition, and incidentally
serves a similar function to a nonselective post saturation
pulse. For the ASL methods used here, expressions for 
and MZB are shown in Table 2, along with numerical
values for the imaging parameters used in the current
experiments. Perfect inversion pulses were assumed for
BGS, and because this was a 2D acquisition with only
three slices in a normal subject, in the case of VSASL
without BGS, all inflowing blood was assumed to enter the
imaging region after the previous image acquisition.

Imaging Parameters

General

Five heathy subjects (two males and three females, 23–42
years old) were scanned after they provided informed con-
sent according to a protocol approved by our institutional
review board. All imaging was performed on a General
Electric 3 Tesla whole-body imaging system using a com-
mercial eight-channel head coil and the following imaging
parameters: single-shot 2D spin-echo spiral acquisition;
TE � 16 ms; TR � 3000 ms; TI � 1600 ms; 64 � 64
regridded matrix; FOV � 24 cm; 3–8-mm slices with 8-mm
gap; and fat presaturation.

Table 2
Parameters that Describe the Quantity of Tagged Magnetization

Method  (ms) MZB MZB (ms)

VSASL TI � 1600 ms e–TEtag/T2 �1 � e–TR/T1� � 0.77 1230
VSASL 	 BGS TI � 1600 ms e–TEtag/T2 �1 � 2e–A/T1 � 2e–B/T1 � e–�TR�TI�/T1� � 0.48

A � TR�TI	TIBGS2 B�TR�TI	TIBGS1

770

PQ2 TI1 � 700 ms 2 1400
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VSASL–PICORE/QUIPPSS II Comparison

Five subjects were scanned with both the VSASL and
PICORE/QUIPSS II (PQ2) ASL methods, each with and
without BGS, for a quantitative comparison of VSASL with
an established PASL method. A total of 100 images were
acquired using each method, alternating between tag and
control states, for a scan time of 300 s, and the order of
scans was randomized across subjects. Other parameters
were as follows:

VSASL: Vc � 2 cm/s with flow encoding along the
superior–inferior direction. TEtag was 20 ms. When BGS
was used, nonselective adiabatic inversion pulses were
applied 1550 ms and 450 ms prior to image acquisition.

PQ2: TI1 � 700 ms. When BGS was used, slab-selective
adiabatic inversion pulses covering the imaging and tag-
ging regions were applied 1000 ms and 300 ms prior to
image acquisition.

Calculation of CBF

CBF was calculated using Eq. [1] and the values of  and
Mzb from Table 2. The T1 and T2 of arterial blood at 3T
were assumed to be 1664 ms (28) and 275 ms (29), respec-
tively.

GM ROI

We obtained a GM ROI for each subject by calculating
quantitative CBF maps for each of the four ASL methods,
averaging the maps across the four methods, and applying
to the averaged map a threshold for voxels with CBF � 40
ml/100 ml/min. This ROI was then used to calculate the
values shown in Table 3. While this ROI creates a bias

toward high values for CBF, it selects voxels that are rep-
resentative of GM in normal subjects, and does not create
a strong bias toward any of the ASL methods.

ASL Signal Stability

To construct a time series of CBF maps, each image was
subtracted from the average of the preceding and following
images, and scaled using Eq. [1] to form a CBF time series
(30). The stability of this time series was characterized by
the standard deviation (SD) through time of each voxel,
expressed in absolute CBF units.

To demonstrate the effects of variations in Vc, direction
of velocity encoding, BGS, VSA, and VSASL/QUIPSS II,
one subject was scanned with a wide range of these pa-
rameters in a single scan session. For each scan 120 images
were acquired, the first 40 of which were velocity-encoded
in the left–right (X) direction, the next 40 in the anterior–
posterior (Y) direction, and the last 40 in the superior–
inferior (Z) direction. PQ2 scans of 120 images were ac-
quired for comparison.

RESULTS

Quantitative CBF maps and temporal SD maps calculated
from VSASL and PQ2 data are shown for five subjects in
Fig. 3. The differences in temporal SD outside the head are
due to scalings that are required to present these data in
CBF units (see Table 2). For a GM ROI the mean CBF and
temporal SD of CBF are tabulated in Table 3. These data
are averaged across all three slices (for brevity, only the
lowest slice is shown in Fig. 3).

Table 3
Measured Gray Matter CBF*

Subject PICORE/QUIPSS II PICORE/QUIPSS II 	 BGS VSASL VSASL 	 BGS

1 84.3 (35.7) 63.9 (19.1) 71.6 (57.6) 84.7 (38.5)
2 75.4 (29.5) 67.0 (15.2) 52.3 (36.7) 69.3 (27.4)
3 77.6 (45.2) 50.0 (19.3) 71.0 (66.1) 66.3 (34.6)
4 75.0 (40.2) 54.2 (14.6) 46.8 (50.8) 59.3 (27.7)
5 69.1 (30.0) 57.8 (15.2) 42.8 (48.5) 59.9 (27.2)
Average 76.3 (36.1) 58.6 (16.7) 56.9 (51.9) 67.9 (31.1)

*Values are CBF in ml/100 ml/min (temporal SD).

FIG. 3. Comparison of VSASL with PI-
CORE/QUIPSS II across five subjects. The
left panel shows calculated CBF averaged
across 100 images (50 tag/control pairs).
The right panel shows the temporal SD of
the time series of calculated CBF images.
The mean values from these images over a
GM ROI are tabulated in Table 3.
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Examples of the dependence of the VSASL signal on the
encoding direction, Vc, BGS, and VSA vs. VSASL/QUIPSS
II are shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, data in the first four
columns are presented as raw signal intensity after tag/
control subtraction, rather than calculated CBF units, and
are all on the same scale. The rightmost column, labeled
BGS, denotes which scans were acquired using BGS. The
mean signal, SD, and the ratio of the two are shown in the
fourth, sixth, and seventh columns, respectively, and vi-
sually demonstrate some the findings summarized in Ta-
ble 3. PQ2 data are shown in the bottom two rows for
comparison. The second and sixth rows differ in the use of
BGS but are otherwise the same. Note in these rows that
while the raw signal (XYZ) is higher without BGS, the SNR
(characterized by XYZ/SD(t)) is higher with BGS. The col-
umn labeled SD(XYZ) is the SD across encoding direc-
tions, and is a measure of anisotropy with respect to en-
coding directions. Note that the VSASL data become mark-
edly anisotropic for larger values of Vc. This is apparent in
the raw images, where the VSASL signal for X and Y
encoding becomes progressively reduced at higher Vc, and
also in the higher values of SD(XYZ), which increases with
Vc.

DISCUSSION

For the four ASL methods shown in Fig. 3 and Table 3, the
trends in both CBF and temporal SD of CBF were relatively
consistent across subjects. In the absence of BGS, the cal-

culated CBF for VSASL was 25(8–38)% lower than that for
PQ2, while in the presence of BGS, the calculated CBF for
VSASL was 16(3–32)% higher than that for PQ2. This
discrepancy may be due to systematically low CBF values
for VSASL without BGS, although the cause of this is not
well understood. Gross artifacts in the CBF maps in the
form of negative values outside the brain are apparent only
in the VSASL images without BGS, and may be related to
a negative bias in those images. Also, the SNR, expressed
as the mean CBF divided by the temporal SD, was a factor
of 2 lower for VSASL without BGS (1.1) than for any of the
other techniques. The SNR for VSASL with BGS (2.2) is
similar to that of PQ2 without BGS (2.1), but lower than
that of PQ2 with BGS (3.5). The mean CBF for VSASL with
BGS was intermediate between the PQ2 values with and
without BGS. For PQ2, the reduction in apparent CBF with
BGS was 23%, and is roughly consistent with previous
measurements of the efficiency of BGS in ASL as summa-
rized in Ref. 23. For VSASL, the use of BGS increased the
calculated CBF by 19%. However, unlike PQ2, the BGS
pulses in VSASL are necessarily nonselective, and there-
fore affect the signal equations and the CBF calculation.
Thus, the effect of BGS in VSASL is not a simple scaling by
the inversion efficiency; rather, it is a more complicated
effect of the BGS pulses on the spin history of arterial
blood.

Two additional artifacts are of note. First, CSF flow
artifacts are apparent in the VSASL CBF maps for subjects
3 and 5 in the ventricles, and are reduced with BGS.

FIG. 4. From left: VSASL with velocity encoding in
the L/R (X), A/P (Y), and S/I (Z) directions; mean of
X-, Y-, and Z-encoding; SD across directions; SD
across time series (noise); and mean/noise (SNR).
All images in the first four columns are on the same
absolute scale. From top: VSASL BGS, and Vc � [1
2 4 8 16] cm/s, VSASL without BGS, VSASL with
QUIPSS II style velocity selection prior to image,
PASL using PQ2, and with and without BGS. Each
of the images in the first three columns were ac-
quired in 120 s, and the PQ2 images were acquired
in 360 s.
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Second, several focal artifacts, both positive and negative,
appear around the perimeter of the PQ2 CBF maps for all
subjects, but are not apparent in the VSASL images. These
are presumably artifacts from intravascular signal.

VSASL is currently the only ASL method that has the
potential to provide quantitative measures of CBF in the
presence of slow or collateral flow. Because the arterial
tagging is spatially nonselective, anatomical coverage with
VSASL is not limited by arterial transit parameters. The
method is therefore amenable to 3D or rapid multislice
image acquisition methods, and can provide whole-brain
coverage with uniform sensitivity to perfusion. For these
reasons, VSASL is of particular interest for clinical appli-
cations, such as stroke.

A critical parameter in the design of a VSASL pulse
sequence is the choice of the cutoff velocity Vc. This is the
velocity above which arterial blood will be tagged, and
below which spins will be included in the VSASL image.
Thus the VSASL signal consists of tagged magnetization
that stretches from arteries whose flow velocity is just
below Vc, downstream into the target tissues. If Vc is high,
then arterial spins with velocities just below Vc will be
upstream in the arterial tree, producing intravascular sig-
nal in larger arteries that does not reflect local perfusion. If
Vc is too low, several other sources of artifacts will appear.
These include sensitivity to subject motion and physiolog-
ical pulsations, diffusion sensitivity, and sensitivity to
CSF flow, as described above. The optimum Vc is one that
is just low enough that the VSASL signal is localized well
enough to the target tissue to answer the question at hand.
Further reduction of Vc increases image artifacts and sys-
tematic errors without benefit. In the normal brain, the
30–50 �m arterioles that penetrate the cortical surface
have flow velocities in the 1–2 cm/s range (31). This pro-
vides a practical target for Vc in the brain and ensures that
the VSASL signal will appear in or on the surface of the
GM, and not in more-distant upstream arteries. In pathol-
ogy or in other tissues, the relevant flow velocities in areas
of interest may be higher or lower, and an estimate of the
range of velocities present may be an important part of the
optimization of VSASL techniques for stroke and other
pathologies.

For VSASL, a key feature of the vasculature is that, in
general, arterial blood decelerates, while venous blood
accelerates. This is important for two reasons: first, it al-
lows for the use of a velocity cutoff as a threshold through
which one can quantify the passage of blood, and thus
allows for spatially nonselective tagging; second, it pro-
vides an automatic means of excluding venous blood from
the VSASL signal. There are clearly examples of locations
in the brain at which the component of arterial blood flow
velocity in any given direction is not monotonically de-
creasing, such as through stenoses or along curving arter-
ies. However, it is possible to use a cutoff velocity Vc that
is low enough so that the method will be insensitive to the
geometry of the larger arteries. Empirically, the VSASL
signal appears to be insensitive to the direction of velocity
encoding for values of Vc below approximately 4 cm/s (see
Fig. 4).

The double sech VS tagging scheme described here dif-
fers from the original hard pulse scheme (13,18) primarily
in that it provides improved robustness to B1 inhomoge-

neity, and the velocity selectivity profile is nominally un-
changed. Other VS pulse trains have been explored. Norris
and Schwartzbauer (17) described the use of pulse trains of
the form (ai-Gi-180-Gi-(-ai))n to provide velocity selectivity
with tunable velocity profiles, and we have modified this
method using a hyperecho pulse train (32) to achieve the
same functionality with shorter pulse trains (12). While
these methods can in principle produce improved velocity
selectivity, they are exquisitely sensitive to variations in
flip angles, and even with the use of BIR-4 rotation pulses
(33) to provide B1 insensitivity, we have not found the
robustness of these pulse trains to be adequate for VSASL.
However, with more robust plane rotation pulses, these
pulse trains may be of interest in the future. Of particular
interest is the potential for these pulse trains to create a
very flat velocity response in the 0–5 mm/s velocity range,
where most subject motion is likely to occur. A Fourier-
based method for generating VS pulse trains with arbitrary
velocity selectivity was recently introduced (34), but for
gradient strengths that are available in human imaging
systems this method is not currently useful for generating
velocity selectivity for velocities low enough for VSASL.
However, this method may be of interest for small-animal
systems, where much higher gradient performance is
available, and the effect of tuned VS pulses in VSASL can
be tested in animal models.

Areas of development in VSASL that remain to be ad-
dressed include the implementation of efficient 3D meth-
ods for image acquisition, and testing of the method in
pathology. Our laboratory is currently conducting studies
in these areas. In addition, it is possible that under patho-
logical conditions the optimum value of Vc, as well as the
dependence on the direction of encoding, will be different
than in normal subjects, and that the method will require
retuning for different applications.
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